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Soviet denied visa,
misses conference

Registration to
take place in
Murphy Room
by Della Thacker
News Reporter

,.__,~~~

Student rcgistnttion for the
spring semester, which begins
November 6, has been moved
from the Administration Building's Student Service Center to
the Murphy Room, located in
the Student Acuvities Center.
"The registration was moved
to the Murphy Room this year to
expedite !he registration process
and tO accomodatc the student,"
said Kathleen DiFranco, registrar. "Last year, students stood
for hours in long lines extending
out the door and down the hall of
!heAD building."
According to DiFranco, more
than a nominal balance on a student account will prevent registration; students are asked to resolve any linanc•al problems
with the business office before
anempting to register.
ln addition, students are asked
to urge their academic advisors
to mclude several alternative
courses on the APR regisltation
form to allev1ate potential problems that may occur as courses
begin to close. Only advisors
may make aJ terations to the APR.

November 2, 1989

against the security of Britain."
Since that incident, however,
News Reporter
Khodjaev has been admitted into
the United States on numerousocThe Cleveland Film Confer- casions. For that reason, Dr.
ence, held Last weekend and co- Robert Sweeney, professor of
sponsored by John Carroll Uni- philosophy and as former director
versity, failed to include an im- of the International Studies Cenportant Soviet film expert in its' ' ter helped to plan the event, could
program. The U.S. State Depart- not understand the visa denial .
mentdeniedYuriKhodjaevavisa,
"The thing I was told at the
citing fear of espionage, sabatoge airport by the Soviet coordinator
and other subversive activities as was that the whole group almost
reasons.
didn'tcome[totheconference] in
Khodjaev is the director of ordertoprotcst Khodjaev'sdenial
Sovinfest. an organization that of a visa," said Sweeney.
"A number of the scheduled
coordinates film festivals in
Moscow,LeningradandTashkent pracucal projects would have
Ironically, he helped arrange for developed beuer had he been
fellow Soviets to attend the con- here," Sweeney added.
Students gather in tbe Administration Building to check priority
ference in Cleveland.
Khodjacv was scheduled to
registration times for the spring semester .
·photo by Oayl 8rady
According to the October 28 speak last weekend on "Unknown
Before registering, students most credit hours earned," ex- issue of The Plain Dealer, Soviet Cinema: A Reckoningwith
mustcompleteall the information plained J..>ifranco. "Usually thi~· Khodjaev was one of 90 Soviet the Past" and "New F1lm Forums,
requestod.on tJ1e APR form and means that seniors go first, juniors diplomats expelled from Great An Festivals and Media lnitiaprovideeith~~JCU studentidensecond, eiC.
Britain in 1971 for "operations tives."
ti ficauon card ora driver's license.
''Only freshmen will register
Course closings will be posted accord1ng to the last fhe digits of
hourly in the Murphy Room and the•r soc1al security number," she
b y Sue Zurkowski
voted president earlier this week.
daily on the bulletin board outside added.
Assistant News Editor
Other winners included Michelle
the Student Service Center during
Registrauon will continue
Riebe. vice-president; Larissa
the registration period.
Freshman Dan Hanson
through November 29, from 8:30
Kosmos. secretary; Christopher
"Priority registration will be a.m to 5 p.m .. Monday through emerged victorious in the recent
Licgerman, treasurer; Michael
granted to those students w1th the Thursday.
freshman class elections as he was
Beck, on-campus senator; and
Sandra Tamaro. off-campus senator.
the university have had a good re- I sec as most important IS the stu- restrictions [violated) or a public
Hanson hopestokeepthefreshlationship in the past and sees 1ts dent at John Carroll," he said. outcry, then there's no problem. man class unifted. "The best way
further development with her "When a group of people spends Jf someone wants to buy some- to do that is to initiate programs on
reelection. "lt's [JCU] our prime over a million dollars in our com- thing, then that's the American campus," he said. "We're going
asset. It's wonderful tO have a munity, then they're important to way," explained Fixler.
to plan events that are not expenhouse of learning in our rieigbor- us."
"1 think they're just buying sive, not time-consuming, but fun,
hood. I think it has always been
Relymg on zon10g codes to security incase they may need it," to help us remain strong."
good and will continue to be good regulate growth, both candidates said Rothschild. "There is a colJohn Hogan and Keith Kancar
in my next term," she said.
showed no distraught with JCU in lege code which gives the univer- tied for the second on-campus
Fixler, 37, who has served 13 terms of the future master plan for sity perimeters in which it can senator position. To determine
years as a police officer, believes the school, iniated by President grow. The university grew to a the winner, a run-off election bethere is room for improvement in Rev. Mtchacl Lavelle,S.J., con- point that was not anticipated when tween the two candidates will be
the city's auitude towards the cerning the buying of adjacent it ftrst came. We've always held Mon., Nov. 6 at the same votCarroll students. "I want tO con- campus properties.
worked cooperatively and I don't mg times and places as the pri ·
As long as there arc no zomng see that changing," she added.
mary and general elections.
tinuea good relationship, but what

by Alice Corte

Hanson to lead freshmen

Fixler challenges Rothschild in mayoral race
by Elmer Abbo
News Editor

Polls wiJI open on Nov. 7 across
!he country. University Heights is
no exception as its citizens will be
asked to choose between University Heights Police Officer Gene
FixlerandincurnbentMayorBeryl
E. Rothschild in the upcoming
mayoral election.
In regards tO John Carroll
University,Rolhschild,60, who is
completing her twelth year as
mayor, believes that the city and
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College ranking based on biased criteria
Whatadifferenceayearmakes.
At least in the eyes of U.S. News
and World ReporL
[n 1987,the magazine ranked
John Carroll sixth among smaller
schools providing a comprehensiveeducation in the Midwest and
Lhe West The ranking set the
school in a frenzy. For a month
the hubbub over receiving such
"distinguished" recognition was
overwhelming.
Then, horror of horrors, the
1988 annual rankings were published and John Carroll was not
mentioned.
Luckily, the magazine has seen
the error of its ways. The 1989
rankings. published earlier this
month, list Carroll as tenth in
regional colleges and universities
in the Midwest RestoredtogJory,
only a few notches below its former status, the campus celebrates
once again.

What has happened to Carroll
in the past three years to merit this
·
·
apparent mconststency? Most
likely,the answer lies not in anything that Lhe University has or
has not done, but rather in the fact
that U.S. News and World Repon
.
.
has refined tts rankmg system.
In Lhepast. themagazineranked
schools solely on the results of a
survey of college presidents.
,
.
ln an effon tO make thiS year s
list more objective, schools are
now judged according to quality
of the swdem body, suength of
.
the faculty, ~ount of fi~anc•al
resources, ab1IJty tO retam ~d
graduate swdents, and reputauon
for academic excellence.
The f1rst fourcrileria are based
on hard, cold facts.
It is the final criterion, rep utation for academic excellence, that
is still highly subjective. Questionnaires are sent to 3,879 col-
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.
SELECTIVITY· -1 sa 9 reJ ect1on rates
·_SAT/.ACT scores
-high school class re.nl<
FACULTY: -full-time student to full-time
tacultyra.tio
- per~enta.ge of 1989 fa.culty
w1th doctora.tes
-per-student inst:ructiona.l
bu.cltet
RESOURCES: -per-student endowment
income duz~ngfiscd 1988
- per-roldent hbra.rybu.dtet
_per-student funding from
loca.l/sta.tetovernments
RETENTION:- a.verage pecent o!l985-7
trosh who beca.m~ sop~mores at that Un1vers1tv

IIJ TOP 15 REGIONAl COU£GES II
AND UNIVERSmiES ::

.

ACADEMIC REPUTATION:

~

_ surveyot 8,879 college presid.ents, a.cad.emic dea.ns
a.nd admissions officers at
1,294 schools
lege presidents, academic deans
and admissions officers at 1,294
colleges and 110iversities across
thenation,whothengivetheirimpressions of schools in the same
category of their own.
According to U.S. News, academic reputation is "an elusive
but vital component of equality."
They go on to say that the responses are subjective, but that
"these officials are uniquely situated to help swdents and parents
make infonned decisions about
the reputations of America's colleges."
Many college officials, even
officials of colleges that are
ranked, are stiJJ unhappy.
The Oct. 25 New York Times
quotes Olin Robison, presidem of
Middlebury College in Vermont,

,

MIDWEST SCHOOLS ·
1. Illinoi~ Wesleyan University

2. Creighton Univiversity (Neb)
DePaul University (ill)
William Jewell College (tlo)
Bradley Univer~ity (Ill)
Valparaiso University (Ind)
St. Hary's College (Ind)
Butler University (Ind)
Hichigan Technological Univ.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1 0.

John Carroll Uni versity (Ohiof

11. St. Norbert College (Wis)
12. University of Dayton (Ohio)
13. Northeast Hissouri State Univ.

14. University of Detroit (Hich)
15. Cepit~ University (Ohio)
(562 public and pnV&Ze institutions

offering liberal
arts and professioneJ progrems su~yed.)

as saying, "I find the whole thing
depressing. ll purpons to render a
public service when in fact it is a
fraudulent exercise, which they
know to be fraudulent but which
they continue because it sells a lot
of magazines."
Middlebury was ranked 12th
under the national liberal arts colleges category.
The Times also quoted Robert
Atwell, president of the American
Council on Education, which represents 1,600colleges and 110iversities.
"I think that arriving 3!l fivecri teria fordeterrniningMst.itutional
quality oversimplifies a very
complex problem," Atwell said,
calling the issue in which the rankings are published the "annual
travesty."

Besides selling a lot of magazines, and eliciting a lfemendous
amount of revenue, what kind of
impact does the annual ranking
have?
Hopefully very little. There are
as many college guides as there
are colleges, and the U.S. News
ranking should be Jooked on as
just another source.
College presidents and admissions officials s hould also learn to
Lake the ranking with a grain of
salt. Time and energy should not
be focused on a •ranking.•
Officials need Lo stop worrying
about image and focus instead on
the real tasks before them. All the
rest will follow.
Reputation will spread, by word
of mouth if nothing else, about the
true "best colleges" in the nation.

Transfer students' needs
deserve attention
There is a group of students on campus whose
Transfers are not offered the suppon system that
existence some may not even be aware of. They incoming freshmen have, and yet are expected to transcome to John Carroll in search of a better college fer smoothly. Theeffectsthatthiscan haveonasrudent,
experience, only to fmd that they may be one of who may be out of state and unfamiliar with the area,
the most neglected. They are transfer students.
can be overwhelming.
With 163 students entering Carroll from other
Another major problem that transfers face is a lack of
schools this year, their size alone calls for closer housing. The university guarantees housing for transauention. The university needs to re-evaluate the fers, but often they are sent to Chane! High School in
way that transfers are treated.
Bedford, Ohio to live.
Two needs the110iversity must address include
"I uansferred to John Carroll because it was a small
the transfer orientation program and on-campus 110iversity and I felt that I would receive personalized
housing.
auention. Living at Chane! was the worst thing about
In the past, the Admissions office offers two my transition. 1 came to Carroll to be pan of the school
summer orientation seminars for transfers. These and was sent off campus to live," said Scott Nelson, a
sessions, a mere hour-long introduction to the transfer student from Chicago, Illinois.
campus, followed by an optional tour, are offered
Placing transfers off campus pul'S them at an immein June and August.
diate disadvantage. They are unable to meet people and
Consider, in contrast, what is offered to fresh- participate fully in campus life.
men. Upon their arrival at Carroll, the Freshmen
"It's up to you to survive," said Mike Greene, a
class is oriented into its new surroundings with a tranSfer from New York. 'The facilities are good [at
full weekend of acth·ities and icebreakers.
Chanel] but it's hard to get back and fonh."
This helps students gain an identity as memBy improving theorientation program and housing
bers of Carroll's student body.
situation for transfer students, the university could
Transfers have just as many needs as Fresh- make transfering to John Carroll a smoother experimen, in terms of becoming familiar with the ence. Without solving these probelms. the university inschool and campus, and need a similarorientation curs the danger of alienating these students from camprogram.
pus life, causing them to lose interest in the university.

FORUM
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Excellence demands greater faculty
and administration involvement
by Joe Cimperman
Something is bothering me.
This something affects everyone at this school. It
affects theadmm1strauon, faculty, and student body
in such a way that it cannot be ignored.
There IS a growing concern among some of the
student body that the administration and facuhy are
becoming less and less aware of what we as students
arc doing. The concern is a valid one, for without
the active participation of faculty and adminiscrators
in student activities, the sense of community a campus should generate is scvcrly lhreatcned.
By talkmg tO over sixty people, half of whom I
did not know previous to this topic, I got the feeling
that students were somewhat hun and a littJe disturbed that the admmistration and faculty were
neglecting the student population of John Carroll
University.
There were some students who felt that the role of
the teacher or the administrator does not go beyond
the classroom or office. '7cachers are paid to teach,
not to socialize with us," said one student.
Another valid point raised by students was that
administrators and teachers have individual responsibi liLies that take priority. One junior said," A lotaf
them probably have families to Ulke care of and
besides, don' tthey have a life beyond John Carroll?"
This attitude was taken by several faculty members. Said one teacher, "I come to John Carroll every
day and my office hours arc posted on my door. I
teach my classes, I do a littJe academic counseling,
I help out my students when they need it, and then I
go home. What else can I do?"
Some students contend that perhaps a little more
administration and faculty paruc1pation would add a
lotto a SOCial function.
"I can'ttcll you how cool 1t is to see a teacher at
a play that I'm m. It just adds to the general feehng
of goodw1ll that fttst attracted me to Carroll," said a

John Carroll's financial aid office, albeit usually very helpful,
has one major flaw. This flaw is in
failing to notify students of the
amount of aid they will actually be
awarded by the State of Ohio in
Ohio Instructional Grants each
year.
The current practice is to mdicate an estimated amount that the
student may receive from the
Sta~a practice which is done,
incidentally, without indicating
that the amount is nothing more
than an estimate.
On June 26, I was sent an
" Award Notice" from the Financial Aid Office indicating that I
would receive $3306 in an Ohio
Instructional GranL On Sept 23,
I received a second notice reduc-

Flexibility stifled by requirements

Core exorbitant
by Jennifer M. Kraut

member of the John Carroll Theatre Department
At John Carroll University, students arc rcqu1rcd to take vanous
When I asked an av1d football watcher at the courses composmg the liberal arts core. Many students, however.
Homecoming game ho~ she felt when a dean or would prefer to focus thett attention on cour~s penruningsolely to their
another administrator came to a game, she said, "It maJOr.
adds to the feeling ofcommuOily that we have. What
Although no one dentes that a hberal arts education IS bencfictal,
a great way to relrut w1th someone that you usually some argue that the core can be too dcm<mdmg
wouldn't get to see that often."
Dr. Marian Extejt, professor of marlcctmg and management, beThere are some faculty and administrators who lieves a liberal arts education 1s a great enhancement to a business
regularly support the student populace. Unfortu- major.
"A liberal arts education helps people to understand specialized
nately, it seems to be the same people going to all of
the events. And while the use of office hours is problems through general courses,'' srud ExtCJl. "lf business majors
helpful, a stronger university family would fonn if focused solely on thc1r business courses. they would have a narrow
faculty. administration, and the student body were to view in general and would be unable to analy1..c problems from a
broader angle."
gather in a non-academic scuing.
One suggestion could be easily implemented.
Several people thought that if teachers and administrators were to join students at dinner for one meal a
week, a stronger bond would fonn.

(Dra'w' n t o scal e of i nterest ___ )
Liberal arts\

The big picture is not pessimistic. The chaplains
in the donns, the faculty and administration who do
attend student functions, and the feeling of good will
make John Carroll agood school. But my friends. we
have the potential for cxccllcncc.

I ask for new suggestions to involve faculty, administration, and student body in a more involved
manner. I invite teachers and administrators as well
to dine with us, the receptive student body.
I alsochallengethccntirc university fam1ly to live
up to thecal I of true community. I have already sa1d
thatJohn Carroll is a good school: by being a community we approach greatness together.

Cimperman, a sophomore, is an English TnaJOr

mg this amount to $660.
Charles Seward, Director of
Student Assistance at tlie Ohio
Board of Regents, where the Instructional Gram originates, said.
"We don't author ize them
(schools} to make these estimates
but we do ask them to carefully
and accurate! y infonn the students
that these are estimates and not
actual awards."
John Salmon, Director of Financial Aid at John Carroll, holds
the opinion that his office meets
the responsibility ofaccurately infanning the student that the figures on the award notices are
sometimes only estimates. Salmon
referred to a sentence in the Financial Aid Award Guidebook that
states "If your award includes Pe!J
grants or State grant funds, the
amounts may be estimales." He
stated that the sentence was ade-

quate to meet the infonnational
needs.
The GUidebook and the award
notice are ~parate documents,
however, and are sent to the students months apart. The award
nouce itself offers no indicatior
whether or not a grant amount i
an estimation or an actual, ar
proved award.
Correcting this problem
s1mple, entailing the addition ,
one word, "ESTIMATE," into tl
computer program that prints ~
noLJees.
Proper business practices ru
the "art" of communication a
intertwined. Since Van Go;
doesn't work in the Financial A
Office, maybe students should g
a paint by numbers set for L
holidays.
Robert A. Bicnnann
Senior

~

F1ne Arts Dept.

Another suggestion was that perhaps the student
body, the faculty, and the administration could join in
some sort of a festive atmosphere. While this would
require more thought and planning, a concerted effort on the part of everyone could make it happen.
The possibilities for closer bonds and more involved
relationships are infinite.

Letters to the Editor
Financial aid a wa rd
notices mislead recipients
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Ubr ar y

Business ""ing
AD buildin9

[QJ
PJ

"Ttw Quad"

IC / 2

Although lhts suncmcntas tru\:. ,lh~ h\xral anscuuc:.auon locu cs t \)()
strongly on lhe core, making il vinu~tlly impossible for a studenllo take
a majority of the courses and general electives he desires as well as
complete the core. There ts no re<1son why two ph1losophy courses
would not be as suffictent as the three rcqu1rcd by the core 10 teachmg
a student tO think.
In order to graduate, a student at John Carroll needs I 28 crcd1LS.
Thirty to forty of these cred1L<; arc spent on courses wh1ch are predetcrmmed for a specific maJOr.
This leaves less than nmety hours and over halfof these are spcm on
the liberal artS core. Therefore. a min1mal amount of LJme 1s left for
general studies and for augmentauon of a maJOr wh1ch someumcs
makes summer school or an extra semester or year in college necessary
in order to fulfill the swdem's requirements for a h1ghcr education.
Carroll students should feel fortunate to be rcqu1rcd to Lake a liberal
arts core, since it increases their knowledge of diverse subjects.
Although a liberal artS cducauon 1s beneficial and a catalyst for a
productive future. the number of core cla<;scs at Carroll should be
reduced in order to allow the student to take classes for which they
otherwise would not have had the tl me.
Kraut, a sophomore, is a biology maJor.

Join us for our Fabulous

SUNDAY BRUNCH
$9.95

PRIME RIB DINNER
$12.95
Located in the
Pavillion Mall
on Chagrin Blvd.

FORUM
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Publishing of top Carroll salaries promp ts un just outrage

Business professors paid what they are worth
by Jane Platten
Alter scemg a list oft0p-pa1d pnvatc col lege employees
recently published in Cram 's Cleveland Busmess magazrnc, an English major ma) bcgm to question the
dccis1on to graduate with such adegree Argumentsencouragmg a busmcss degree may sound more appealing.
John Carroll Univers1ly ranked fifth among the top
ten Oh10 un1versilies'top-paying private colleges. One
might scan the list thinking that perhaps a liberal artS
professor or chairperson would be found. but among
the top six names and salaries, only business administrators and professors were found.
In the top-paid spot is Raj Aggarwal, Mellen professoroffinancewhosesalaryis$87,700. EdwardSchacfer,
vice-president of business and W.O. Bookwalter, asSIStant to the president follow w1th sa lanes of $85,867
and $85,566 respectively. The next highest paid professors are from the Accounung department; Roben
Mad1son at $81,385 and Robert Bloom at $76,932.
Being a liberalartSstudentand not thinkmg ina business frame of mind. one may react with anger. What
example is this setting for the English majors or the
science majors?
How could a liberal artS university place so much
emphasis on paying their business professors? What do
I have to look forward to after graduat1on?
In a liberal artS university. emphasis should be
placed on a well-balanced reaJm of stud1es.
And the university should back its philosophy to all extents.
But where is John Carroll's emphasis? At first glance,
it seems to be in the business school.
'"'e business wing is new and improved thill semester,

and 1s the largest school on campus. The maJOnt)' of oncampus 1nterv1cws for graduating scn1ors have been directed wward the busmess majors. A liberal ans career
n1ght 1s well overdue, yet the busmess maJor's career night
was weeks ago.

And now we learn the top-paid employees are from the
business school.
But there is another side of the coin to be considered
before accusing Carroll of favoritism toward the business
school. The reason why so much money is put into the

bus1ncss school 1s rather s1mplc and stra1ghUorward:.
Carroll1s a bus1ncss. It runs on a markct·dnvcn system.
As a school and asa business. Carroll must be attractive
enough to retain the best of professors 10 all fields. Carroll
IS placed in asltuauon in whiCh It iS COmpeting With private
1ndustry.
If Carroll IS to rctam quahty professors and admmlstrators, the salanes 1t offers must keep up with
the market.
As well as keeping up with the market and offering marketable salaries, the university must remain
current with those faculty already established, paying
salaries reflective of their experience and market
value.
The business graduates learn a trade, and in the
business world, they arc prud for performing that
trade. They must have vast knowledge of their field
and perform at a quality level.
On the other hand, a liberal arts graduate has vast
knowledge as well , but of varied aspects.
This difference in education does not mean that
one professor is more intelligent than another, but
merely more specialized. It is in the specialized
slcills, however, that the higher salaries lie.
Another concern is where the money is coming
from to pay these professors. Aggarwal, the top-paid
professor. is paid from an established endowment
fund. His salary is totally divorced from the normal
payments of faculty.
As astudentofJohn Carroll, one must trUst the institution as not only a university, but as a business. If a
member of the faculty were not living up to standards, he
wouldn ' t be here. Aggarwal and the others must be doing
something right to be paid such amounts.

Plalten, a senior. is an English major.

Students must seek new forms ot entedainment

Closing of Ratt spurs metamorphosis of campus entertainment
by George Valent
Lac;t week I received a somcwhatsurprisingphonecall. It was
a proposition regarding an art1clc
on the now defunct Ratt Bar. I
accepted the offer to write the
aniclc, but wondered if I was the

nght person to ask, since I am a
sophomore. Although I have heard
stories about the Rau. I never
experienced the pleasures of this
fine establishment.
So I went to those who frequented this place and asked for
ideas or thoughts about this once-

Interview

in suitable
style.

thriving tavern. I received many
smiles and stones of "the good
old days."
The fact that it is collecting
dust was met with disappoinunent.
After all, these students had a
convenient bar on campus and
suddenly, through no faultofthcir
own, it was closed. Now students
arc forced to drive somewhere if
they want to go to a bar.
Why is the Rall closed? Because of Ronald Reagan.

21. Today only one in four is 21.
Thus, there arc just not enough
students of age to make a campus
bar feasible.
Opening the Rau to all students using a system of stamps or
wristbands to indicate which stu·
dents are of age appears on the
surface to be a viable soluuon.
However. Joseph Farrell, Dean
of Students, said that the University of Dayton Died this idea with
little success. He also said that the

·Let's face it, the Ratt is not going to
re-open any time soon. The only thing that
would precipitate this happening would be
the state lowering the drinking age. •

At Cricketeer for Her Fac tory
Outlet vou II save 50 %• on .m
tnlervtew sutt thd t reflect:. C1
sense o t conhdt!nce for an
Impeccable fl rstlmpres~ton~
Bnng thts dd tn and
rec. ~1ve an extra 10% o ff

O PI N Wed 11 -6
Thur.; & In 11-R
Sen 9-5 Sun I I-'>

~~~~;.!~~~~:~~
94 1-3323

JUSt north off 1-480 (Ext! 13) 5 mtnutes eas1 of the aarport.

Yes, our ex -president decided
that it would be appropriate to
pass legislation that blackmailed
states by witholding highway
funds from them if they refused to
raise the drinlcing age to 21.
The voters of Ohio rejected the
21 law twice. Ohio lost funds and
the state legislature was forced to
raise the age.
When this occurred, one in
three John Carroll students was

University would be liable if an
underc:1ge student who happened
to be drinking got injured. The insurance would not cover a lawsuit.
Farrell also said that the Junior/Senior happy hours in the Ratt
have not been well attended, attracting at the most, only sixty
people.
Such low attendance does not
justify re-opening the Rau.

What can the students do? I
don't have the answers, but a few
suggestions may help.
We could use more Noisemakers nights. These arc a great time
for all and nobody has to worry
about hopping into a car and driving back to campus. Also A bar
bus would be nice for those wishing to go to local taverns.
Let's face it, the Rau is not
going to re-open any time soon.
The only thing that would precipitate this happening would be
the Stale low<:ring the drinking
age. With pressure groups like
MADD influencing legislators, I
don't expect that to happen.
So we must find other ways to
amuse ourscl ves on campus.
Perhaps we could have yahtzee
and marble tournaments, with free
kool-aid for all!

Valent, a sophomore, ha.s not
yet declared a major.

Poll Staff Needed
Forum page needs people
interested in conducting
opinion surveys.
If interested, please call
397-4479 or 397-4398
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WORLD VIEW

Energy in the 1990s: what is
cheap, safe and available?
by Robert Byrnes
Associated Press Writer

The U.S. energy picture for
the 1990s is a blur of dark lines
and bright signs: doubt about ensuring stable prices and steady
supplies, but also promiseoftechnologicalleaps toward a more secure energy future.
Such consumer advances as
compact fluorescent light bulbs,
·"superwindows" that better insulate buildings, and more efficient refrigerator motors are just
over the horiwn. The efficiency
of these new products shouJd partly
offset lhe expanded use of electricity in the '90s.
Energy projections over the
pasttwo decades have been astonishingly far off the mark, proving
that the energy economy is too
volatile to follow a predictable
path. Even so, the consensus view
is lhatoil prices, now $16to$18 a
barrel, will hold fairly sLeady in
lhe early 1990s, and lhen move
moderately higher.
Analysts are quick to note,
however. thatlhe trend in oi Iprices
over the past two decades has been
determined largely by pohucal
events and nuuket reactions almost no one foresaw.
Experts say forces already at
work point to key energy themes
for the 1990s:
•More autos will be powered
by fuels other Illan gasoline, as the
nation looks for environmentally
safer altemat.ives that can lessen
dependence on foreign oil.
•The federal government will
push harder tO revive atomic
power. Tax dollars may be used to

develop a nuclear reactor with ing ones, especially oil.
added safety features, but public
While energy sources favored
oppoSitiOn to the atom IS likely to by envtrOnmentalists- includ1ng
persist.
· 'renewables,'' such as sunlight,
•Decisions about developing wind, water, wood and geothertraditional U.S. energy resources- mal steam - arc likely to gain
oil, natural gas and coal - will more favor in the next decade,
become more intenWined with Amenca and the world sull will
worries about the harmful environ- run ma.nly on oil.
mental effects of finding, extractModem economies, quite
ing, moving and burning these simply. are wedded to oil. Little
fossil fuels.
could change that.n the 1990s.
•The nation will become more
' 'It 1s and will continue to be
dependent on foreign oil and natu- the critical commodit.y in all of
ral gas as domestic oil producers our economic and strategic planlook abroad for drilling prospects. ning well into the next century,"
• Houses and com mercia! bui!d- said Henson Moore, the deputy
ings will become more energy- U.S. energy secretary.
efficient, withcompactnuorescent
Joseph Stan1slaw, an analyst
lights and other advanced appli- in the Paris office of Cambridge
ances,and "superwindows" which Energy Research AssociateS, said
offer greater protection from the the United States will face an oil
extremes of the air outside.
crunch sometime in the 1990s if,
These trends suggest conflict- as expected, U.S. 011 production
ing signals about American energy keeps falling and demand keeps
fortunes in the next decade: new rising.
possibilit.ies for popularizing more
"We're like a shark driving
benign fuels, but uncertainty about through the water wanting more
a move away from the most pollut- and more imported oil,' • he said.

Strong man receives injury
DAYTON, Ohio (AP)- A man who bills htmsclf a'> the world·-;
strOngest man and once pulled a train uu- wnh h1 teeth 1 hospnall;r.ed
after a noose he used to pull a cement mixer crushed part of his
windpipe and panially paralyzed his face.
"That particular stunt is not go1ng to be done aga1n," John
Wooten, 4 1, said from his bed in a Veterans AdminisLiat.ion hospital.
Doctors said Thursday the 6-foot-l, 250-pound Wooten also cut
off the blood to his bram usmg the noose Saturday during a Mack Truck
promot.ion in Toledo to pull a 97,000-pound cement m1xer and a
16,000-pound semi -truck.
In 11 yearsofclaimingtobelhcworld'sstrongestman, Wooten has
dragged a 28-ton freight tram 62 feet wilh his teeth, prevented an
airplane from taking off at full throttle with his bare hands and won a
tug-of-war with an elephant.
"It's mind over matter," he said.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS BRIEFS
LONDON (AP) - Prime Minister Margaret
BERLIN (AP)- At least20,000 East Berliners
observed am inute ofsilenceS unday for those kmed Thatcher said Sunday she fully supported Nigel
while attempting to nee over the Berlin Wall, the Lawson during his six years as Britain 's treasury
first such public mourning since Communist au- chief and tried to talk him out of quitting.
But a flurry of public opinion polls taken after
thorities built the waU in 1961.
The observance came as the East Berliners gath- Lawson's sudden resignat.ion as Chancellor of the
ered in a downtown square for a rally called by Exchequer suggests voters now lhink less of Mrs.
Mayor Erhard Krack to discuss reform. Similar Thatcher. One poll showed a majority want her to
meetings were organized in the southern cities of step down as party leader before the next election.
''To me, the chancellor's position was unassailLeipzi and Karl-Marx -Stadt as pan of a government
effort to stop activists from staging protests to voice able. I always supported h1m,'' Mrs. Thatcher said in
an interview on London Weekend Television.
their demands.
"Nigel had determined that he was going to put
In East Berlin, microphones were provided for
speakers from the crowd, one of whom called for the in his resignation. I did everything possible to stop
him but I was not successful. "
minute of silence.
Lawson resigned his Cabinet post Thursday,
•'We have to remember those who lost their lives
in the minefields and along the barbed wire and in the saying he could not continue to serve as long as Mrs.
waters of the Spree River just because once in their Thatcher retained her pan-time personal economic
lives they wanted to see anolher part of the world,•• adviser, Sir Alan Walters. Walters also resigned.
Mrs. Thatcher said she told Lawson she believed
said the man, who was unidentified.
" If the present reform course really leads to a advisers were hired to advise and ministers to make
better socialism, it's at least necessary to remember decisions. But she said Sunday "I don' t lcnow"
those victims of a policy of the past that never whether Lawson would have stayed on if she had
fired Walters.
corresponded to reality."
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CAMPUS NEWS FROM
ACROSS THE NATION
CHAMPAlGN,Ill. (AP)- Rolling out the beer barrel is a part of
coming of age for many college students, but campus offic1als are
struggling Lo cope with alcohol's dark side- vandalism, racial slurs
and even death.
Officials at the Univcrsily of IUmois believe alcohol abuse 1s the
common thread linking a recent outburst of anti-ScmiLism, a fatal
fall, and vandalism that ha~ caused more than S I miJiion in damage
in five months.
Colleges across the country repon that heavy drinking leads to
everything from cutting classes :Q date rape.
"Drinking is considered pan of college life and it has been for
years," said researcher Ruth Engs of lnd1ana University. who
conducted a 50-state study of college student:; wilh David Hanson
of the State Umvcrsity of New York at Potsdam.
"We're a nation of drinkers and we probably can't change
student drinking patterns until we change national dnnking patterns," Engs said.
About20 percent of college student-; dnnk heavily, accordmg to
the 1987-88 study of 3,000 students at 56 un1vcrsities.
That figure has changed very lmle 10 tht.: past 10 years, dcspiLe
restoration of the 21-year drinking age and school-init.iatcd educational programs, Engs said.
New plans to combat dnnking are bemg developed by officials
from the Umversity of Illinois and from Champaign-Urbana, where
the 35,000-studeot main campus is located.
''I'm a pessimist- I don't think any soluuon is possible," sa~d
Champaign Mayor Jan McCollum. "But I think by usmg very
intelligent strategy we can bnng the problem within tolerable
lim1ts."
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) · University of M1chigan off1cials
can't be accused of being soft on rule cnfon.cmcm. but ml~ v1ola
uons arc gomg solL on them.
The school announced plans ro add marshmallows to rhe lrsl of
objects banned from Mich1gan Stadium during Wolvcnnc footbal l
games. Now banned are umbrellas, coolers, cha1rbacks, backp:.1cks
and alcoholic beverages.
"This sounds funny, but 11's a real problem,'' Bruce Madej,
M1chigan d1rcctor of sports 1nformauon, SaJd Tuesday
Fans in the student secuon began p1tchmg marshmallows at each
other during the season-opening game against Notre Dame, and the
activity has stuck.
During an OcL 7 game, the attention shifted to band members
and cheerleaders, who were peppered with the candles. Thousands
of marshmallows Jiuered one end ofthestadmm after it was all over.
Marshmallows aren't harmless, Michigan officials said. Some
fans press together several marshmallows to create a gooey ball.
Mixed with water, the concoction can become as hard as a golf ball.
said, Jack Weidenbach, Michigan's associate athletic director.
"We've had a number of complaints," Weidenbach said. "One
woman said she got hit and had a red spot on her cheek that bothered
her all day. There are concerns that somebody will get hurt''
LANSING, Mich. (AP)- A case of mistaken parenlhood has led
to a lawsuit against Michigan 's prepaid college tuition program.
Thurmon Lee McLean of DetrOit paid $15,000 to the Michigan
Education Trust to cover college tuition for two sons he believed he
had fathered by two different women. Blood tests revealed McLean
wasn 'tlhe father of either child. and he wants his money back.
McLean claimed in his lawsuit, filed in Ingham County Circutt
Court, lhat he deserves a refund from the MET because he was
misled by the mothers of the boys, t>Oth of whom are preschoolers.
The state said the reason for the MET payments is irrelevant.
"Certainly this presents a siwation that the MET board of
directors did not contemplate,· • said state Treaswer Robert A.
Bowman,chairmanoftheboard. "Weassumeandhopeit'sunique."
The state allows for refunds()[ MET payments only under
special circumstances, such as the death of a child or failure to earn
admission to a state college or university.
The MET board is authorized to terminate a contract on a caseby~ basis, but it denied McLean's refund request
"It is deliberately tough," Bowman said. '"The goal is to help
children, and we know there are two children who will be helped.''

CAMPUS LIFE
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Rewarding eight-days offered to students
by Shannon Place
The Carroll community possesses a precious gifL IL is a gift
offered to university students by
only one other university in the
country, the UniversityofDetroit.
It is a gift that teaches its students
more about life and about themselves Lhananycourscorworkexperience can hope to teach. lt is
the gift of the desert.
Tw1ceeach year Campus Ministry offers Carroll students the
opportunity to go into the desert

and pray. Modeled after the SJilii:
tual Exercises of St. Ignatius
Loyola, the E•ght-day Silent Retreat gives students a chance to
step away from the hectic schedules of academic life and retreat
into quiet mediation and reflection.
The retreat is held at the Jesuit
Retreat House in Parma. Ohio, a
short 30 minute drive from campus. The country-like estate provides a peaceful, quiet get away
for the rctreatant. Students can
always find a private place to pray
and the 57 acres of forest, meadow

and pathways are the perfect setLing for quiet reflection.
Rev. Joseph Schell, S.J., a
member of the Campus Ministry
team, said that the hoped-for resuJtsofthe retreat arc an "increased
knowledge and acceptance of self
and Christ, a deeper prayer life,
greater ability to discern Christ's
on-going invitation to follow him
more closely, and freedom and
generosity in responding to that
invitation. The Exercises arc intended to flow into one's I ife--to
be lived, not just made.''
StudenL'> who have made the

re treat speak favorable of the experience. Becky Lacovic, a senior who made the retreat her freshman year, thought the retreat was
terrific. "Just to set aside eight
days m your life for yourself is
oneofthcbest things you cando.''
Mike Schaub, a senior, agreed.
··Through spending eight days by
m yself,l was able to gain a deeper
understanding of who I am and
how prayer influences my life."
The thought of remaining silent for eight days is intimidating
for most students. Lacovic stated
that she thought keeping silent

would be impossible, but by the
second day of the retreat, she enjoyed u. ''The silence was relaxmg and let me escape from the
noise thatclustersourdaily lives."
Fr. Schell invites students to
learn more about the retreat.
"Granted, this retreat is not for
everyone, but I do encourage
anyone who thinks thauhis retreat
could be a profitable experience,
10 come and see me," Schell said.
What beucr way to end a hectic, pressure-filled semester than
in meditative prayer. It is a gift indeed.

Russo's Mohawk County comes to life
by Brigid Reilly
Campus life Editor
Imagine driving down a state
highway and seeing a sign for a
small town. Insteadofpassingby,
you take the exit and follow the
roadstoasmall MainStrccL There
you meet a man who offers to introduce you to all the inhabitantS
oflhetown. He promises to show
you their hopes and dreams, their
failures and disappointments, and
still leave you wishing that your
visit wasn't so shon. Welcome 10
Mohawk County.

BUSINESS
ATIENTION- GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (Urepair). Delinquent tax
property. Repossessions .
Call1 ~602-838-8885 Ext. GH
8160.
ATIENTION - GOVERNMENT VEHICLES from $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers
Guide. 1-602-838-8885 Ext.
A8160 .
WORKING YOUR WAY
THROUGH COLLEGE? DO
YOU NEED EXTRA
MONEY? May Company, the
friendly store, wants to help
you! We are looking for
motivated people who are
interested in giving superior
customer service. We offer:
competitive wages, flexible ·
hours. discounts, and friendly
co-workers. We invite you to
apply at our University
Heights store, Monday
through Friday 10-6. Equal
opportunity employer.
Babysitter Needed - Occasional evenings and Satur-

Richard Russo, in Mohawk,
brings to life a small town in upstate New York. His characters
are complex in their simplicity.
They are real people and the way
that they live is a true portrayal of
human condition. Russo draws a
webofempalhyaroundthem. His
honesty is humorous in some cases
and always friendly.
When Dallas Younger wakes
up after a night of heavy drinking,
he reaJi:res with a start that he has
losthisdental bridge. Half asleep,
he runs naked oul into his apart-

days. Two well-behaved
girls, 6 & 9. Call after noonS/
evenings 382-7924
Math tutoring - All levels.
David 691·0812.
Looking for a fraternity,
sorority or student organization that would like to make
$500- $1,000 for a one week
on-campus marketing project.
Must be organized and
hardworking . Call Val or
Myra at (800} 592-2121.
Cruise Ship Jobs. HIRING
Men - Women. Summeu
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR GUIDES,
RECREATION PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South
Pacific, Mexico. CALL NOW!
Call refundable. 1-206-7360775, Ext. 1630J.
Jobs in Alaska . HIRING Men
- Women. Summer/Year
Round. CANNERIES,
FISHING, LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION. Up
to $600 weekly, plus FREE
room and board. CALL

mem hallway and brandishes an
accusatory stare at his next door
neighbor, wondering if the bridge
is in her purse.
This is Russo's introduction to
Dallas. He does not linger on his
descriplional triumph but flies off
again, leaving delightin his wake.
Russo uses a series of flashbacks
and thoughts to let the characters
tell their own stories. The author
is not evident. That is storytelling.
This is managed expertly and docs
not leave a feeling of choppiness.
The plot ryvolves around the

..

lives of people who live in a small
county called Mohawk. In some
way or another, their lives are
connected. There are bonds of
hatred, love, apathy, and friendship. Whatseems to be hardest for
these people 10 realize, and to
avoid, is that life doesn' t always
bring the dreams we hold to fulfillment. One can only sit back
and applaud their struggles as they
travel through the maze called life.
Mohawk is divided into two
sections. The fi!Stdepicts the characters in 1967. The second picks

NOW! Call refundable. 1206-736-0775, Ext. 16·3 0J

hour. Only 10 positions
available.

"ATIENTION: EARN
MONEY READING BOOKS!
$32,000/year income potential. Details. ( 1) 602-8388885 Ext. Bk8160.

THINK SPRING - Out-going?
Well-organized? Promote &
Escort our FLORIDA
SPRING BREAK trip. GOOD
PAY & FUN. Call Campus
Marketing. 1-800-423-5264.

Experienced babysitter
wanted for 10 - month old
child. Occasional evenings.
Own transportation preferred.
Call371-5337.
Unarmed Security Officer
Positions. Full and part time
hospital/apartment complex,
industrial , and office building
settings. $4.00 - $6.00 per
hour, depending upon
location and availability.
Females are encouraged to
apply. Please apply in
person 7:30a.m. - 4 :30p.m.
M-F. United Security Patrol
1440 Snow Road Suite 109
Inc. Parma, OH .
'Would you like to offer
Discover credit cards" Are
you available for only a few
hourS/week? If so, call1800-932-0528 ext. 3. We'll
pay you as much as $10/

Attention Seniors: If you
have any favorite photos from
Freshman, Sophomore,
Junior, or Senior year that
you would like to see in the
SENIOR SECTION of the
1990 Carillon, the yearbook
staff needs your help. Please
drop them off in the VicePresident of student affairs
office (SAC Rm. 3) along with
your name, address, and
names of subjects in photo
by Nov. 15. All photos will be
returned. Help make your
yearbook the best it can be.

PERSONALS
Wanted: baseball, football
cards and other sports
memorabilia. Top prices
paid. Call Eli at 932-6874/
374-8040.

up the story five years later. Because Russo has let us get to know
the characters so well, we can pick
up on where they have left off.
The characters remain true 1o our
own ideals fo:r their personalities.
Mohawk is really an enjoyable
novel and one that will remain in
your thoughts long after it is finished.

Richard Russo, the author of
Mohawk and The Risk Pool will
be giving a Fiction Reading to·
night in Grasseli's Library's
Mackin Lectne Roomat8 p.m .

Seeking Pen Pals. I'm
incarcerated in prison and
would like to correspond with
college students of all ages. I
will answer all letters, so
please write soon. Matthew
S. Saunders 189-344, 2500
Avon Beldon Rd., Grafton,
OH 44044. W.M . 37, 6'2"
200lbs. brown H. & E. Poetry,
music, body building, and art.
Be sure to use my serial
number.
Did you ever have Dr.
Calkins for EC 301 or Dr.
Murphy for MK 301? I'll pay
you $1.00 a test and $5.00
for a good note book. Leave
name and number at 2481110. This is no joke.
Seeking Pen Pals. I'm
incarcerated in prison, and
would like to correspond with
college students, age doesn't
matter. I'll answer all letters,
as quickly, as possible.
WRITE SOON PLEASE.
THANK YOU! Grafton Correctionallnstitution, Robert
Edward Strozier 131-502,
2500 South Avon Beldon Rd.,
Grafton, Ohio 44044.
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Psych club treats children
b y Megan Holzheimer
Staff Rep orter
Halloween conjures up
lhoughts of pumpkings, ghosts,
and trick or treating. Last Friday,
Oct. 27. several members of lhe
John Carroll University Psychology Club brought some of lhis
Halloween spirit to the special
children of Rose-Mary Center.
The center had a haunted
house for !.he children early in the
evening.
The group met in a gymnasium decorated with ghosts,
goblins, witches, and pumpkins.
To continue the festivities the
John Carroll students helped the
c hildren celebrate by playing and
talking with them while they listened to Halloween music.
The center also had a huge
p umpkin piruata for the children
to break open. The highpoint of
the night for the children occured
when the pin.iata broke and candy
feU everywhere.
In addition, the John Carroll
students made the night special
for the children by awarding
carved pumpkins to a boy and
girl with the best costumes.

The pumpkins were donated by
lhe soronty of Lambda Chi Rho.
All of lhe psychology club members who went on the trip enjoyed
the lime they spent with the children. The felt it was a rewarding
and worthwhile experience.
"They were very special children, it was a fun time," said Chris
Degasperis, senior.
Gina Davis, a junior, said, "I
enjoyed lhe time I spem playing
and talking with all of !.he different
children."
Psychology club members expressed that they were glad to be
able to volumeer their time to help
the kids celebrate.
The Rose-Mary Center is a
shon-term residential treatment
center for lhe education and habilitation of retarded children. It is
devoted to the care and training of
40 children, ranging in age from
four to eighteen, with developmental disabilities. behavior disorders,
and other handicaps.
Founded in 1922, it is a nonprofitarganiution which is owned
and operated by the Catholic Diocese ofCleveland and administered
·by the sisters of the H umility of
Mary. T he goal of the center is to

enable the children to function as
mdcpendcntJy as possible wilhin
lhe limits of their disabilities.
The full and pan-time specially 1rained employees worl\ in
lhrcc shifts around the clock to
prepare these children for the transition to their next homes, either
their own or anothe center for
older patients.
The workers provide special
~raining programs, personal attention, and the love the children
need to cope wilh their handicaps. The cemer is also staffed
with a full nursing team which is
trained to handle routine treatments and examinations.
Furthermore, they offer a Parent Counseling Program which
helps parents to fully understand
Lhe problems of their children.
Patty Pura, the habilitation
supervisor, told the club members how mw:h the children enjoyed their company.
"It is nice to have volunteers,
we can always use their help with
the kids," she said .
The volunteers and the workers made this Halloween a very
special o ne for aU of the children
at the Rose-Mary Center.
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Are you happy wilh who you
are? Do you try to be someone
whom you are not? These are two
important questions lhat were
raised last week during National
Eating Disorders Week.
The quest for the slim, toned
body has increasingly become an
obsession for the American public. Unfonunately this so called
perfect body does not come naturally to many people. After seeing
models and other public figures
who fi t this stereotype, some
people find it difficult to reconcile lhemselves to the fact that
they do not have the potential to
have a 'perfect' body.
Mary Beth Javorek, the head
residentofMurphy HaJJ, has taken
an interest in the subject of eating
d isorders, namely anorexia and
bulemia. Javoric, w ho was a
psychology major at John Carroll,
is in the process of forming a
suppon group at John Carroll for
those who have eating disorders
or who know someone with a problem. In addition to this, the suppan group will also focus on basic
heaJI.h practices such as proper
diet and weightranges for different individuals.
Javorek is fanning this group
with the he lp of Karen Palmer
who is the assistant to the director

of eating disorders at St Vincent
Charity Hospital. SL Vincemhospital,located in downtown Cleveland, has a renowned eating disorder clinic. As well as having a
support group at the hospital downtown, St. Vincent has helped to
form groups on many college campuses.
"The main purpOse of lhe suppon group is to bring students' attention to the fact that they should
and can get help easily," said
Javorck.
Anorexia and bulemia are two
disorders that arc seriously damaging to the body, and can result in
death if they arc not treated properly in their earlier stages. Bolh
diseases are addictive. A person
may begin to have erratic eating
habits, which later develop into
more serious problems. Unfortunately, once a person may realize
that lhey have an eating disorder, it
has already become too late to stop

iL
Characteristically, lhese disorders affect young women. The
Jatest national statistics indicate
that one in every ten women on a
collegecampus may have buJemia.
If this were to be translated literally, it would mean that approximately 40 girls in Murphy Hall
alone have bulemia Such realizations are startling and presumably
unexpected.
It is most likely that eating dis-

orders are societally induced.
The fimess and diet craze seems
to be escalating to undue proportions as our population auernpts
to tum !.heir bodies into perfect
specimens.
"ll1e mostimportamlhing for
us to realize is that we can be
happy with who we arc. That in
itselfisaquality which makes us
more attractive, just thrO!Jgh our
own self confidence," said
Javorek.
This year was the first time
lhaLJohn Carroll has held an entire
week ofactivities during National
Eating Disorders Week. Movies
and lectures on lhe subject were
held,aswellasadayduringwhich
Marriou provided nutrition information during dinner. On
Wednesday, November 1, the fU"St
meeting of the supporl group was
held. Javorek hopes for a significant response from the student
body in the future for other events
and meetings.
"These meetings are for everyone who may be interested, not
only those w ho have a problem ,"
stresses Javorek.
If you or someone you know is
developing an eating disorder
problem there are many people
on campus who are more than
willing to help. The Counselling
Center, the Dispensary, and
Campus Mffijstry are all available sources.

11:30 a.m.- 12:15 p.m.
Pre-Gam<f Lunch andPep
:Rally

atrium
p :30p.m.
5:00 - 6:00p.m.
President's Reception
jardineroom

;football game~JCD vs
:Mount UoiQn
·Brush High SchooL

8:00p:in.
7:00p.m.
Can't-take .Jt With pinner
You••
Recple1t Gym
~~You

~ulas

Auc41oriurn
8;00 p.m.
"You"Cao •t Take It W,ith
You''
·.
Kulas Audito:Qurh
!·

!9:00 p,.m.
<Gala Dance
'Recplex Gym
;suuday, ~ovember 5

.1 0:00.a~m.
Family Mass

Eating disorder support group formed
by Casey McEvoy
Asst.Editor

WE'EKEND

M ain Gym

10:00- l1:30.a.m.
Plac.e mentOfficeOpen
House
Placement Office

11:15 a.m.
Brunch
Student dining area
and recplex gym

Alpha Sigma Nu, the national Jesuit honor society, was
presented this plaque on Monday. (from left) Colleen McKale,
pr esident; Sue Zurkovski, secret.'ar y; Laure Needhan, v.p.
·""-by Clcryl Snody

a·n understatement
It was 40 years ago when Don Shula and Carl Tasseff were the big names that led the John
Carroll Blue SLrcaks through the glory years wh1ch included a 14-13 vJCtory over Canisius in the
Great Lakes Bowl and a 21 16 v•ctory over Syracuse at Cleveland Stad1um.
lL was 30 years ago when head coach John Ray led John Carroll to tLS first undefeated season
in school h1story. He was able to duplicate the feat two more umc..<;, tn 1962 and 1963.
h was 20 years ago when Jerry Schweickert coached John Carroll 10 1ts last perfect
conference record. The SLreaks wem 7-1 that year, and were led by a cornerback named Ed
Sandrick and a k1ck-off rctumman/halfback named Kerry Volkmann.
It was I 0 years ago when John DuBroy wrapped up his fantastic career at John Carroll by
finishmg wit.h 2224 yards pac;sing, the most by a quarterback in Blue Sueak history.
What history will be made at John Carroll this season?
At the present ume, the team tS 8-0,tying the school record for victories with two games left
on the schedule.
Placekicker StcveGraeca has already seuheJCU career record for field goals, and he is only
a sophomore.
Larry Wanke needs only 150 yards to breaking the JCU single sca<;on passing mark.
Above all, the team IS potsed to make its first ever appearance in the NCAA Division III
playoffs, but before that happens, there is still plenty of htstory yet to be written.

•••••

As htstory books will someday aucst. John Carroll has endured a season so odd and unusual
that it could hardly be called wonderful. Much like the San Franciseo49ers of the NFL, the Blue
Sucaks havc been kept away from their home .field for the entire season. It was not an earthquake
that destroyed Wasmer Field, but somethingjustas devastating made the field unplayablc: a turf
installation gone terribly wrong.
The Sueaks have taken t.his setback in stride. Eight "road" games have turned into eight
victories. Despite the unforeseen circumstances which occurred, the Sucaks have stayed the
course.
"Actually ,this is where 1thought we could be," said John Carroll head football coach Tony
DeCarlo. "The only di fference between this year and last year is that we arc taking games one
at a time. I remember last year, we were making claimson a 10-0 season when we hadn't reached
3·0 yet.''
JCU has now rcached8-0,and 10-0 isconceivable. Butdon'texpcct tocatchanyofthcBiue
Streak players looking ahead. A painful reminder is Grove City.
Last year. with a playoff spot on thclinc,Lhc Sucaks lost in the rain and mud by a 3-2 score.
"Anytime the team may wamto think ahcad,they rememberthatgame,"said DeCarlo. "Our
primary goal from the beginning oft.he season was to win theOAC, and we now have a chance
to do thaL We conLrOI our own destiny."

• * •••

Larry Wanke has been pan of the history this season. After finding his playmg omc
djmintshmg as a quarterback at the University of Pittsburgh, Wanke made news by Lransferring
to John Carroll in January.
He then had to make the adjusLrnentto Division liJ football. No spring practice. No wtde

JOHN CARROLL BLUE STREAKS
RECORD: 8-0
OAC: 6-0
RANKING: 3RD (NORTH)

continued from page 8
rccctvcrs wuh 4 ~ speed. \lo televisiOn cameras. ~o marching bands. No franuc 60.000-plus
crowds c.heering or bootng every play.
And J starungJOb wa<; not guaranteed. The tncumbent Kcv1n Krueger, had won seven of
nine games the year before. There would be a battle for the JOb In the end, Wanke won the job,
but both he and the offense s~rugglcd in the early gomg.
"He bas1cally had two weeks to learn the offense dunng camp," said DeCarlo. "We also
had several new people in the offense. A lot of adjusung had to take place before everyone was
comfonablc. •·
Wanke admiL<; that it took a while before everything clicked.
"In the beginning of the ycar,the defense was playing well. but we weren't," said Wanke.
"It always seems like defenses are ahead of offenses because defense tends to be more
instinctive or reactive. Offense depends a lot upon exccuuon, and that took awhtle. But we are
starting to hit stride now."
Running back PeteEngoglia. who has seen the highs and lows of the program, sees the team
playing its best football now.
"Even though wedidn 'tplay well at Marietta (a game wh1ch JCU won 13-lO),thc fact that
we came back to wm gave us the confidence that we could do t.hc job when we needed to," said
Engoglia "The next game, against Otterbein, we couldn't be stopped. The Heidelberg and
Capital games were much the same story. Whatever doubt we had 10 our mm<.ls was gone."
The Streaks JUSt may be playing their best football of the season, and tltSa good thing, too;
Mount Union is coming to town on Saturday.
Mt. Unton comes into the game ranked sixth in the North Region of Divtston IJI; John
Carroll is ranked third. Where John Carroll is ranked first tn both total offense and defense. Mt.
Union is second in both categories. Clearly a battle of number one vs. number two.
And a battle it wtll be.
"Mt. Union does have a tough defense," said Wanke. "They like to bltll., but maybe we can
keep them off-balance with quick passes. We have to capttali7.c on any mtstake they make."
"They arc not incredibly big or sLrong, but they arc very quick," said Engoglia. "I think that
the week off we had has helped us in a way that we arc going to be very prepared for lh is game.
Truth is. I wish this were Friday night, and the game was tomorrow."
For the flrsttimc, there appears to be a heated n valry bcgi nning 10 surlace bet ween John
Carroll and one of itsopponents. In fact, hangmg on the doors or the coaches' ol flees arc cop1cs
of a quow which a mcmbcr oft.he ML Union football team made, stating tn so many words r.hat
Baldwin-Wallace, and not John Carroll , was the best team Mt. Union would face this year.
Words arc words, though, and the players arc well aware that tltconly thmg wh1ch maucrs
is the final score of the game.
"lju ·t want the wrut to be over," said Engoglia. "We're ready to play now."

• * • • .,.

History in the making?
Qunc possibly. Put simply, a John Carroll win would break the school record.
Then, 11 would be on to Baldwin-Wallace for a possible berth m the NCAA playoffs.
But that's another story.

MT. UNION PURPLE RAIDERS
RECORD: 6-1-1
OAC: 5-0- 1
RANKING: 6TH (NORTH)

ENTERTAINMENT
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Andreas Vollenweider-god of the harp
by Joseph Markl, Staff Reporter

Snung to the right of me wa.-, a man m a lie To my left
was a man mGrateful Dead garb. Andbehmd me were two
Clevelanders who were ongmally from Austraha. The diversity of the audtence at the Andreas Vollenweider concert was matched only by the mcrcd1bly dtverse music of
the Scandinav1an gent us.
This Swtss-bom mus1cal w1zard had over forty instruments on stage tO be played at different times during the
musical enchantment. From empty Swiss bullet shells tO
marbles in glass bowls, Vollenweider and his band of
merry friends performed magic with seemingly non-musical objects.
The group also played tradllional mstruments hke the

clarinet and the harp. But what struck me as mteresung was
the fact that th1s five-some could weave all sorts of differem musical suands together to create one remarkable
tapestry.
I was amazed when Vollenweider and h1s guttarist,
Tomy Fessler, combmed to create a melody wnh the
ancient Japanese koto and the modem electric guitar.
Markus Kuehne worked the wmd instruments like a
mythtcal centaur and Sanuno Farnulari spun sonorous
sounds on his symphonic keyboard.
Walter Ketser was in charge of drums and percussion.
If one had tO describe his drum solo toward the end of the
concert. there would only be one phrase that could come
close tO its description: life-inspiring.
The technology for the show was on a level of intensity
this swell reviewer has never seen. Every key, every string,

every mstrument was geared with mtcrophones. To say
that the sound was good would be the h tOLe of the year. Not
only was themusicasclearasan Alp1nespnng,1ts Intensity
gripped meanddidn'tletmedown until n•ghconcert'send.
The emotional level ach1eved by the group was vOICed
by Vollenweider when headrcsscd the aucltence as "young,
new friends." Not only was the audience made tO feel at
home, the audience was invited to share m the musical
ecstaSy of the group.
Vollenweider and company played for two hours, but it
seemed like mom ems. I fe and his group of musicians are
touring for the first time in three years.
Andreas Vollenweider provided a night of orgasmic
delight that brought the sold-out audience Lo a standing
ovation. The gods descended for one autumn night and
graced the audience with sounds from a certain heaven.

·Gross Anatomy·-not just a laughing maHer
First, do not be fooled by the
advertisements for this film. The
television commercials with The
Medical school is one of life·s Fine Young Cannibals' backgreat mysteries. Many people hear ground music is misleading. It
about it. many students desire to makes the movie looks like a farachieve it. But does anyone truly cical comedicrompthrough mediknow what II entails?
cal school.
..Gross Anatomy," the new
While "Gross Anatomy" does
movie starring Mathew Modine, contain some humorous scenes, it
portrays the lives of 5 medical is mostJy a drama about becoming
students, together struggling an adult, handling pressure, and
through their firs l year of studies. accepting responsibility.
by Greg Ogrinc,
Staff Reporter

John Carroll Campus

Mod me plays Joe Slovak, the
extremely intelligemsonofa fisherman. The film follows Joe and
his four quirky lab partners
through the Gross Human Anatomy lab class.
Each has various personal adversities that need to be overcome
to succeed in medical school. One
is an addict, another is married
with children, and the third is
frightened of failing. Joe, although
naturally bright, desperately needs

Ministry ~·

OxFam America Fast for a World Harvest:
On November 16th Campus Ministry will ask students
to give up their evening meal in order to raise mon ey
for the hungry of the world. A 30-hour fast will also be
offered. Please join in and help raise awaren ess of
world hunger.

Antioch Retreat:
The Antioch VII retreat is a r eflective weekend for college
students pu t on by other college students . It will ta ke
place at Carrollodge on November 17th and 18th. a nd
is a terrific way to spen d a weekend with others th at
share th e same values as you. All studen ts are invited
to attend; if interested please s ign u p in th e Campu s
Ministry office in the RecPlex.

Personal 8-Day Directed Retreat:
An 8-day retreat based on St .Ign atiu s' S piritual

Exer cises will be offered January 7th-15th , just before
the Spring Semester b egins. This is a person al week
based in silen ce. and is m eant for self-examina tion
and th e search for God. If interested, please see
Fr. Sch ell in the Campus Ministry office.
Campus Mi nistry Offices are located in the RecPlex behi nd the St. Francis
Chapel. Phone number: 397-4717.

---

the necessary motivation to match
his brilliance.
One of the two main relationships in the movie are between Joe
and his beautiful lab partner, portrayed by Daphne Zuniga. Joe
and his partner are romantically
attracted, but she will not allow
anything, or anyone, for that matter, to interfere with her dedication to her studies.
The other relationship is between Joe and his stem and demanding lab insLiuctor, Dr .
Woodruff, played by Christine
Lahti.

Dr. Woodruff demands that
Joe pursue medicine with all his
heart, but he is not ready Lo make
the commitment. She sees his po-

tential, but not until the end of the
school year is she able to convince
him,1ndircctly, to devote himself
to medicine.
This movie is not exceptional,
nor is it poor. It gives an interesting perspective to the experience
of medical school.
The ordinary predictable romance between Joe and his lab
partner is excusable because of
the unique relationship he maintains with Dr. Woodruff.
The highly promoted comedy
in this movie i;> acwally quite
sparse. The film. ns a whole, leaves
the viewer hoping for a littJc more
substance besides spolly comedy
and one lone, interesting relationship.

'Disaster· being built
Cedar Point has announced
plans for its 1990 season. The
plans include for S9.5 million in
capital improvementS.
Included in the plans arc a new
ride, Disaster Transport, new
additions to Soak City, the park's
water slide complex, a new children's ride and a 96-unit all-suite
hotel.
The most exciting new addition will be the new ride, Disaster
Transpon. This will be a futuristicspaceadventureride. Theentirc
attraction will be enclosed and
will resemble a battered launching facility. Inside, passengers
will undertake a mission to deliver a cargo ofgoods to Earth and
will encounter unex peeled excitement along the ride.
Last year, Cedar Point spent
nearly S8 million on the steepest,
fastest and tallest roller coaster in
the world, the Magnum XL-200.
"Magnum XL-200 was so popular that it's a tough act to follow,"
said Richard L. Kinzel, president
of Cedar Point.
Disaster Transport was developed and designed by ITEC Productions, Inc. ofOrlando, Florida,

and will usc over 150 props. including 20 animated devices including robotS. Also being used
throughout the ride will be lasers,
prOJections, mist, wmd blasts,
videos, and audio recordings
which will bring the scenes to life.
"This will be a brand new kind
of attraction for Cedar Point,"
Kinzel said. "Wi1h $3.3 million in
the project, including Sl million
for special effectS. it will have the
best elementS of any high-tech
science fiction movie, but involve
more of the senses because it is a
ride experience as well."
DisasterTransport will be built
using the structure of Avalanche
Run.
Other park improvements will
includea S 150,000childrcn'sride.
Soak City will add a "lazy river"
which will allow people to float
with inner-tubes l ,200 feeL with a
gentle current around Soak City.
Also, Cedar Point will spend
approxiamately $4 million on the
96 unit, Sandcasl.le Suites Hotel.
Each suite will feature a balcony
and a view of ~e Erie.
Cedar Point will open May 5,
1990.

'
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Leap fashion-first into winter
by Jennifer Malvar
Staff Reporter
Fall's beautiful wealher will soon be turning a
wintery cold, and that means that lhe fall fashion
world will be changing, too. Winter fashions are
casual and comfortable. These can be summed up in
two words-diverse and exciting!
Coats and jackets are making a big statement !his
winter,and trench coats in satin, velvet, and even fur
are enjoying huge success in lhc fashion world. A
trench coat can be used to pull a toLal outfit together,
giving the look a glamorous, yet youlhful appeal.
Another popular coat or jacket is one that is fringed.
These are so popular that they are being lhrown over
every outfit from casual jeans to a dressy city skirt.
A french coat is a focal point for that western look
that is becoming popular now. If you put a fringed
coat with a white cotton shirt, blue jeans, and cowboy
boots, you can achieve a real "western" look that
designers seem to love.
For all of you non-westerners, get your legs in
shape to show off! Legs are the focal point for Fall,
and will continue to be so throughout winter. Legs
are accented by decorative hosiery, short skirts, and
tights worn with thigh high boots. Hosiery is very
popular, and can be found with practically every
print imaginable, from spider webs to smiley faces.

Black and white arc the colors for winter. They
say opposites auract, and this dynamic color duo
creates sparks when paired together. A black/white
sweater, with black jeans or a black dress, with a
white jacket over it are two outfits which are sure to
be attention grabbing.
Shoes arc a very important issue for winter fashion. Suede shoes, boots, pumps, and Oats arc showing up in every color imaginable. Ankle, calf, and
thigh-high boots rise 1.0 the occasion in soft suede or
leather. And because of the strong western influence this winter, cowboy boots are ex tremcl y popuJar and can be found in many colors and designs.
As far as jewelry and accessories goes-gold is
hot! Big, gold jeweJry set with brightly colored
gems are used to dress up outfits. Earrings are
exaggerated to great lengths and "the longer the
bener" saying should be kept in mind when purchasing new earrings. Studs are adorning everything from jackets and belts to handbags and footwear. They arc a nice way to brighten up and
decorate clothing.
Because winter is approaching, holiday wear is
anolher important focal point for designers. Velvet
is a popular material for holiday evening wear.
Velvetdresses,jackets, and skirts that come adorned
with gold or silver lame', brocade, beading, and
jewels make that perfect statement at a Christmas
dance or party.

Long awaited 'Storm Front' rolls in
by Mike Thomas,

Ramonc, has disappeared from the fact,theonly song in which Joel is
unaccompanied on the piano is
scene.
Staff Reporter
Ramoneand Joel began work- the last track." And So It Goes." a
It's finally here! Billy Joel's ing together in 1977 to produce touching ballad reminiscent of
new album "Storm Front" made what was then Columbia Records "Souvenir" off his 1974 LP
its debut October 18. By now biggestsellerever, "The Stranger," "Streetlife Serenade." Also apyou've probably heard the first and stuck together through Joel's parent in the sound and content of
such tunes as the Downeaster
single released from the album, last album "The Bridge."
"Alexa"
and "Leningrad" is the
Rather, Joel co-produces
entitled "WeDidn 'tStart the Fire"
Russian
influencethatJoel
brought
which has been receiving much "Storm Front" with Micklonesof
back
from
his
recent
tour
of the
Foreigner fame. Jones can be
airplay over the last few weeks.
Soviet
Union.
To
put
it
plainly,
For those who don't already heard singing background vocals
know, it might be a disappoint- and playing bass guitar on many BWy's gone modem.
"Storm Front" is number 13 in
ment to learn that Joel's original of the songs throughout Further,
band has been dropped, excepting Tom Lord-Aige and Jay HeaJiy, a long line of Billy Joel greats.
Liberty DeViuo on drums, and two prominent technicians in the Sincehisdebutin 1971 with"Cold
David Brown on lead guitar. In music world, are the talents be- Spring Harbor," Joel has proved
himself to be one of the most talfact, the ever present saxophone hind the mixing of the album.
As for"Storm Front's" overall ented musicians in the history of
(formerly played by Mark Rivera)
which frequented many of Joel's character, I'll say this much: It's rock and roll. "Stonn Front" is
past tunes has been almost en- not what one might expect from defmitely a worthwhile album,
tirely excluded, making only two Billy Joel. Goneistherhythmand whether you're a diehard fan or a
briefinterjections in the title u-ack, blues of such past favorites such curious music lover. It's a com"Storm Front," and again on an- as "New York State of Mind'; and mendable piece of worlc thatshows
other, entitled "When in Rome." "Baby Grand." Instead, there is a Joel's versatility and ability to
Not only has B.J. acquired a preponderance of drums and fre- changewiththetimes. Itmaytake
new band, but Joel's longtime quent use of various synthesizers some getting used to, but hey,
producer and confidante, Phil to produce the desired effect. ln those are the breaks.

Yr. life worthless?
Feel like a clod?
Well then, write for
the Entertainment
page. Call3974479 to inquire.
... or don't. We
don't care.

Upcoming Concerts
Bob Dylan will be playing tonight
at 8 pm at The State Theatre.
Jethro lull will appear in concert Nov. 7
at Public Hall.
David Byrne will be at
the Palace Theatre on Nov. 8.
Loverboy will play The Phantasy Nov. 13
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Where·s the Music?
~=========================== by

Phil Budnick

The Welsh quartet, The Alarm, will be in concert November 29
at the Phantasy Theatre. The Alarm is lhe first band to lake a Welsh
language record onto the British charts. Their current U.S. single is
"Sold Me Down The River,'' from their album, "Change."
Also in touring news, the "olher Sex Pistols," The Damned, arc
reuniting for a short U.K. tour. And speaking of Sex. Pistols, former
member, Steve Jones, has his second solo album out entitled, "Fire
& Gasoline." The first single from the album is "Freedom Fighter."
You won't see Tina Turner on the road anytime soon. She said
the only way shc'lltour is if her album, "Foreign Affair," produces
six top ten hits. Turner's last album, "Break Every Rule;· only produced one top ten hit, "Typical Male." The first single, "The Best,"
from her new album, recently peaked at number 15.
And speaking of peaking on the charts, Erasure is at their peak.
Thier new album, "Wild!"dcbutedat number one on the U.K.charts.
This is the second time in one month that an album has debuted at
number one in the U.K. Recently, "We Too Arc One" by the
Eurythmics debuted at number one. Erasure has just released
"Wild!" here in the U.S., with the single, "Drama!"
Prince has teamed up with Sheena Easton again, singing the
duet, "The Anns of Orion," from Prince's "Batman" soundtrack.
The two last teamed up in 1987 to record "You Got The Look."
Speaking of duets,lan McCulloch, former lead singer for Echo
& T he Bunnymen, has his first solo album out, "Proud To Fall." The
album features the single, "CandleJand," a duct with Cocteau Twins',
Elizabeth Frazier.
And speaking of twins, The Thompson Twins are back on the
charts again with the new single, "Sugar Daddy," from their album,
"Big Trash." The Thompson Twins are on a new record label,
Warner Bros. The duo J?lan a major world tour in 1990. In the
meantime, T he Thompson Twins have also wriucn several l'ongs
for Deborah Harry's latest album, including her current single, " I
Want That Man.'' Torctum the favor Harry sings on thcTwms' new
album , on a song cntitletl. "T\w Queen Of America.''
Shooting Star's new albu •"Touch Me Tonighr - The Besr Of,"
entered the pop album chart at number 197. Big deal Well, 1h1s is
the first album ever to enter the charts that is only available as a
casseue or CD and not on vinyl.
Finally, you knew it wouldn't be long for The Who to release a
live video of their recent U.S. tour. Well, it's here. "The Who Live/
Tommy" is a two hour and 15 minute concert video featuring other
artists like, Phil Collins, Steve Win wood, Billy Idol, Patti Labelle
and Elton John. The video will be in stores November 14 for $19.98.
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Soviet film conference a learning experience
U.S. -Soviet filmmakers exchange ideas and philosophies
by Marie Pasquale,
Assistant Features Editor

Glasmostand Peres1roika have
always seemed so far away for
most of us. The two tenns were
associated with things Lhat concerned those on another side of the
world.
However, October 25-29
brought Glasmost and Perestroika
close to home.
The International Studies Department at John Carroll, in conjunction with the Cleveland Museum of An and Cleveland Cinematheque sponsored "SovietCinema Today: Literary and Cultural
Aspects", a film conference and
lecture series.
Lectures were given in the
Jardine Room here at JCU while
the films were shown at the Cleveland Museum of Art by the Cleveland Cinematheque.
Dr. James Krukoncs, professor
of History, was one of the JCU
faculty auending the conference.
K tukones had visited the Soviet
Union in 1978-1979. There was a
greater openness today on Lhe part

#1
PIZZA
GET TWO 14"
2TOPPING
PIZZAS

$12.98
ADDED TOPPINGS
$1.99 COVERS BOTH

381-5555
1982 WARRENSVILLE CTR.
ONE OFFER PER PIZZA.
OUR DRJVERSCARRY
LESS THAN $20. LIMITED
DELIVERY AREA. VALID
ON ORIGINAL PIZZA
ONLY.

An American auending the film
conference made the point that
American screenwriters have not
enjoyed control over their work.
Colorization, Krukones pointed
out, is a perfect example of"int.crference of the director's vision of
his film."
ThereareseveraJ forms ofcensorship in the Soviet Union. The
most popular being self censorship.
TheSovietartistscensorthemselves as to what they can write
because they have a 'sixth sense"
as to what the government will allow.

The Soviet's attempts to commerciaJize were very prominent
throughout the duration of the conference.
According to Krukones, no
mauer what topic came up, the
f~C'I thM thP <\nviP.I~ WP.TP. hf>.r.nm-

108 more commerctalized in

filmmaking kept on coming up.
Most Soviet film s are directed
wward the Soviet market and are
therefore more for entertainment
rather than for making politicaJ
suuements.
The Soviets are oow looking
for new expertise on the production side of filmmaking. They are
looking for more control on the
partoftheproducerratherthan the
studio, and thus are seeking
American-expertise in the area of
film production.

JCU'S

different from America.

of the Soviets than hefound in the
Soviet Union ten years ago.
One example of the new openness is that the Soviet Union representatives present at the conference would like to open up a mass
market within the Soviet Union
and abroad.
The American scholars who
auended the conference were
quick to "impress upon them the
fact that they should not Lake the
Hollywood route.
They should not commercialize their cinemas to the extent that
they produce 'Ghost Busters V'
just for the sake of making a buck
or a ruble," said Krukones.

ThcSovieLSarcpreparingalaw,
said Krukones, "that is supposed
to giveauthorsrights to their works
such that they benefit from all
profits." Also according to the
law, "the work itself becomes
inviable.
No changes can be introduced
without the pennission of the
author. Up to the present, that has
not been the <:ase.
Krukones also pointed out that
the Soviet film industry.1< regarding authors' rights, is not very
Tbe "'NE AND ONLr

~a
For
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the

Halrcu.atng.

Hair Drslgn. Penns.
and Hlghllgtulng
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Krukones did not remember
hearing any of the Soviet guests
say they have self censored themselves. They look fbrward to the
day when the new generation can
express itself without the fear of
censorship.
Early Soviet films were quite
ideological according to Dr.
Roben Sweeney, professor of
Philosophy.
A particular example of this
is the silent film "New Babylon"
in which the Soviet ideology of
1929 can be seen. The movie
included "a real feeling for the
sufferings and the urgencies of
that historical situation," said
Sweeney.
The ftlms made in the fifties
were "somewhat ideological in a
sense that they had a message about
technological development and so
on but they basicaJly expressed a
yearning in a powerful way."
A film caJied "Autumn" captured a personal side of Russian
life in a way that Russian film
hadn't before. The film had been
suppressed for awhile for reasons
that are unclear to the fLI mmakers.
A movie about the Russian
drug culture called "The Needle"
was shown on Saturday. It included the slang, and the realism
of the film made it "very powerful."
The second movie shown Saturday was called "Save and Proteet", thestory ofMadameBovary,
the wife of a provincjal doctor
who commiued suicide due to a
repressed and depressing life.
The ftlm also had a spiritual
message because the director was
an Orthodox Christian.
The Soviets were not con-

cemed with editing the films for
our viewing. One of the main
points of the conference, according to Sweency was "to bring about
practical nuts and bolts contacts."
Sweeney also saw more freedom in Soviet fllms. He also
pointed out that there are some
fonns of censorship in the U.S.
but we sense little of iL
The Soviets have had some
comedy films, but no adventure
films. They have not touched upon
films about the Afghanistan War
as the Americans have concerning the Vietnam War.
According to Sweeney, the
Soviet Union is similar to the U.S.
in that "we don't like to air too
much about the Viemam War, they
don't like to air everything about
the Afghanistan War, but it's
coming out gradually."
Soviet acting is also different
from American acting. There is
more posmg on the part ot the
actor.
The director focuses on the
personalityofthecharactcrby implementing long, close-up shotS.
The actors are "expressive and
strong," similar to what Americans would consider overacting.
Sweeney, who was asked two
years ago to run the Soviet and
Eastern European Studies Depart·
ment, became involved in the
Soviet Film Conferenceafter being
approached by Dr. Ronald Holloway.
Holloway, Director of the
Cleveland Film Conference, contacted George Gund III of the
Cleveland Cinematheque about
hosting the film conference in
Cleveland. The next mauer to be
taken care of was to find an educational institution to present the
conference. Thechoice wasJCU.
The gene raJ feeling on theJCU
campus was that the conference
went fairly well.
The event was the biggest of its
kind on the JCU campus, as well
as being a major event in the city
of Cleveland.
The Cleveland Film Conference was just one stepping stone
on the road to more open exchange
between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union. It is rare thatJCU will have
the opportunity to experience
Perestroika and Glasmost first
hand. At least all involved were
a.ble to catch a glimpse of the new
Soviet Union.
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New owners rock the 'Cafe·
Cafe Rock's new owners add a new
personality to an old hang out
by Sue Zurkovski
Dressed casually in a Cleveland browns T -shin
and Jeans and sporting a brown baseball cap on hts
head, Tony Jones smiles from behind the bar as he
mixes up a gin and tonic for a thirsty customer.
His wife Sharon stands to his left, at the other end
of the bar. She quickly mixes drinks for some
anxious patrons enjoying a Saturday night out at
Cafe Rock.
Both Tony and Sharon look like college studenLS
themselves and could easily slip from behind the bar
and join the energetic crowd.
ll is no wonder. then, that customers are often
surprised to learn Lhat Tony, 24,and Sharon, 28, arc
the owners of Cafe Rock, a small bar located in the
Cedar Center Plaza.

When tnJurics plagued the pair. Tony stopped
compcung and found ajob managing and bartendmg
restauranL-;. lie was tendmg bar atlhe Swcct W
Cafe when he met Sharon.
She was an account executive wtth LtggcuStashower,a Clcvelandadvenismgagency. She
her co-workers occasionally carne to the cafe for
drink after work.
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If you could be any profe\sor at John
Carroll, who would it be and why'?

"Dr. Chen, because he gets all
the babes."

Joe Rattay

"I don ' tthink at that point that she was interested
in dating a bartender," said Tony.

"Tony and f just staned out as friends,"
Sharon.

" Fr. Richard Ott, S.J.
so I could
SeismotogiLe."

According Lo Tony, his bartending job was
"transition period between skating and where lam

Matt Slife

The couple purchased the local tavern in June, and
after a summer of repairing and cleaning the establishment, have begun their fltSt year as tavern owners.
"We put our life savings into Lhis," said Sharon.
"During the summer, we worked hard putting things
together. We were terrified at fltSt because it was
such a big gamble."

"Dr. Magner, so I could
save a lot of money on
razor blades."

Cafe Rock, or "The Rock," as it is affectionately
referred to by iLS patrons, is primarily a college bar
and frequently becomes packed with students on the
weekends.
"We lake owning a college bar," said ·1ony.

Dave Widder

"We didn't want something stuffy and boring,"
said Sharon. "We wanted to do somethlllg fun and
be around people our own age."
Both Tony and Sharon work full-Lime at the bar,
managing, cleantng and bartending. Although they
employ eight people, only one emplycc works fulltime.
They both expressed cnjoymcm in owning a small
business for the first time.
"The most obvious reward is being your own
boss. It'sfun. Youcantreatyour employcestheway
you would want to be treated and run the bar the way
you want to run it," said Sharon.
Statting abusiness, however, rcqu ires not only the
desire, but also a fair amount of courage.
"Because of insurance and inventory cosLS, you
cannot find a bank to finance a tavern," said Tony.
"The tavern business is a very high risk. That's why
we put all our savings into this purchase."
Both Tony and Sharon have worked and managed
restaurantS and bars in the past and view Cafe Rock,
their frrst business venture, as a stepping stone.
"Eventually we really want to own a restaurant,"
said Sharon.
"When we started dating three years ago, we
talked endlessly aboUL what we wanted 10 do," said
Tony. "Sharon's background is in advertising and
journalism, while mine is in figure skating. Theone
point we had in common was our desire to open our
own restauranL"
Tony is a fonner professional figure skater. In
1984, 1985 and 1986 he and his sister were ranked
second nationally in pair figure skating competition.
The duo was also ranked eighth in the world.

,.
now. 1 didn't know what I wanted Lo do."

"Mr. Carpenter , so I
could usc his Golden
Buckeye Card at all th
local wat ering holes."

When Sharon met Tony, her imercst1n advcrusmg
was beginning tO wane.
"1 worked on national consumer accounts and
national business-to- business accounLS," said Sharon
"It was a sLressful, high-powered lirestyle,the
ofbusiness where you don'thaveextra umc. [)C(.;aw.c•
if you want to succeed, you'reconstantJy working.
realized that! wasn't having fun anymore."

Paul Richards

After working for five years as a successful
count executive, Sharon left the business to em
on a new career as a restauraneur.
"Many of the people in the advertising business
viewed it (the career change) as a step down.
agency itself was shocked with my decision."
With emotional support from both their
Sharon and Tony decided to purchase Cafe Rock
the first step toward thetr dream.

" Dr. Bruce, so I cou
tell funny jokes."

Mike DeRubeis

"This business is a lot more fun and
than advertising because I'm getting a lot
access 10 people.
When working on national ad campaigns, all you
ever sec is the numbers. You don't feel you have
direct effect on the end result"
"The most enjoyable part is the people contact. It'
a lot of fun 10 communicate on that close level with
people," Tony said.
"We're not walled up in an office, staring in
of acomputer, "Sharon said. "Here, we see the
people; we can build relationships with ~~~ ~:rnr1nP.r~:
we become friends."

uDr... Gaul, so I can
play with sulfur."

Brian Johnson

PROFILES
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Carroll alumnus receives award in excellence
by Jane Babiak
Staff Reporter

People faced with d1 fficu It obstacles can
deal w1th them in one oftwo ways: t.hey can
succumb to them or sunm'untthem. The
sign at Chambers Elementary School located in tl eclly ofCleveland illustrates Joe
Whelan':: ·hoice. It reac!s, "To Achieve
Excellenrt·, Thmk Excellence."
Joe W!:elan '65, in his 21st year as
principal:: Chambers, believes that "children !carr. best when they feel good about
themsclvo::,." The resuiLS of this allitude
have bee~ witnessed by over 500 educators
who have vis1ted Chambers in the past
three years.
"A lotoflhem didn'tbelievewhatthey'd
heard about a school in which I00% of the
studenLS are black, and 70% arc below the
poverty level," Whelan said.
Fonner Secretary of Education William Bennett believed. In fact, Benncn
cited Chambers as a model school in his
book, "Schools That Work: Educating
Disadvantaged Children." Chambers'
success lies in iLS distance from the stereotype of the high dropout rates and lack of
emphasis on discipline and attendance
which characterize many schools for disadvantaged children.
Whelan is not hesitant to share the highlighLS of his workday. His daily morning
walk to Chambers assures the children's
safety with an added touch-a bullhorn.
"My bull hom makes sure the children
know I'm out there,'' Whelan said. "Not
only do the children know I am there, bul
also anyone with intentions of harming the
kids."

of Lhe role of the singl~ parent. Divorced
ten years ago, Whelan raised two sons,
aged 18 and 16.
·vrhey'vebeen very good with it; they're
good, independent k1ds. r try to reserve
timeforthem ,''Whelansaid. Whelan feels
his experience helps him understand the
kids (75% of the studenLS) who come from
single parent homes.
·
Besides being available to the studenL'>
on an individual basis, Whelan works to
Joe Whelan '65 (r.) and former Secre- instill patriotism and respect for education
tary of F..ducation, William Bennett.
in the student body as a whole.
''There's a real problem with self-es.- teem. Theydon'thaveawholelotofthings
At the school, paperwork and meetings to be Joyal to besides family and country,"
are supplemented by what Whelan calls his said Whelan. "It's imponanuo instill patri"rounds."
otism. My parents were bolh Irish immi"Li.lce a doctor, I go to every room each grants and they instilled in me the impormoming," he says.
tance of good education and being a gOOd
During thecourseofaday, Whelan also citizen," he said.
meeL'> with parents and studenLS. Personal
Whelan believes that excellence comes
counseling is no rare occurrence, and no from catching kids being good. He tries to
concemisoutoftherealmofWhelan'scare keep an upbeat atmosphere and a can-do
or action.
environment Kids are recognized for good
"A parent came in recently and told me grades and aLLendance, and are also given a
her home had burnt down. I called the Red ribbon and a hug on their birthdays.
Cross and gave her the help she needed,"
"It makes them feel special," Whelan
said Whelan.
said.
Food and clothing needs are also easily
Every Friday, Whelan has lunch with
arranged through Whelan. Free or reduced six kids (one from each grade) to reward
price lunches are given to 75% of the kids, them for good attendance or good grades.
The effect of this positive atmosphere
and a department store supplies whatever
on the k1ds can be seen in the tremendous
clothing is needed.
The kids' ability lO talk to their principal number of kids who come to Chambers
cvcu allowed one swdem LO bring his con- later to thank Whelan. One, Byron Davis,
cerns about h1s mother's cocaine addiction has received a fuU scholarship to UCLA.
to Whelan.
Whelan was named Ohio Distinguished
Whelan's approachability as a coun- Principal of 1989 by Lhe National Associaselor has been increased by his appreciation tion of Elementary School Principals and

1

the U.S. Depa.rtmem of Education. He
wanLS to be instrumental in making a difference in kids' Jives. Whelan's efforts have
given Chambers its supportive family
atmosphere.
"You have to instill ethics when they're
young so they can know right from wrong
and carry it through their lives. These
ethics came from my yearsatJohn Carroll,"
Whelan said.
Of John Carroll, Whelan said he felt like
he was still there. Whelan remembers the
help he received from Carroll during his
divorce, and offers his help in tum. Today,
Chambers is available to Carroll students
for tutoring and observational study.
In addition to serving as Vice President
(1981-83) and President( I983-85) of the
Alumni Association and working with the
Cleveland Club's reverse raffle (which
creates scholarships), Whelan taught a
course at Carroll in education administration in 1987 and 1988. "It was very enjoyable coming back to campus," he said.
Though Whelan once considered earning a doctorate and becoming a superintendent, he chose to remain at Chambers to be
with his sons more often.
"I had a vision that our school could be
one of lhe beuer models in the country and
in 1986, we received nationalrecognition,"
Whelan said.
Whelan plans to stay at Chambers, but
gives many speeches Lhr.oughout dte country.

" We can makcadifference in the lives of
kids by teaching them hard work, integrity,
and patience," Whelan said. "These kids
can achieve despite d isad vantages-all kids
can learn."

·vou Can·t Take It With You· director shines in Kulas debut
by Colleen Hughes
Staff Reporter

The silence of Kulas Auditorium will be broken as the stage
comes to life Fnday night with
"You Can't Take It With You," a
play under the direction of senior
Mark Garfield.
Making his debut as a director,
taken a great challenge as student
director and he works with great

conviction.
"Sure, it interferes with school
and many other things. but theater
is my passion," said Garfield.
Garfield was first introduced
to the stage in eighth grade when
he had the lead in his school play.
A young, aspiring thespian with a
'fire in his belly,' he continued
acting throughout high school.
Here at John Carroll, he has
taken many theater courses and

Alternative Music
FRIDAY
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~ ==with free pizza_
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Monday Night Football: Saints vs. 49ers
~
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has been in various productions, yourselfsomeday with everyt.iing
the most recent of which was you want- -but you won't enjoy
it.
"Fiddler on the Roof''.
Garfieid, a communications
Garfield acquired his position
as director through his work with major who will be graduating in
December, says that he has really
the late Christine Urbaniak.
"When she passed away, it was enjoyed working with the many
a rough transition and I didn't talented members of his cast.
"The greatest thing is that they
even know if the play would be
puton,"said Garfield. "However, are all so dedicated. If they make
Harper MacAdoo, now the fac- a mistake, they go back and do it
ulty advisor of the play, really the right way without me having
worked with me and kept my spirit to say anything," saio Ga.·fi.eld
Occasionally, Garfield finds
alive."
Garfield is confident in his po- himself wanting to be on stage as
sition but says he is not doing it for a character instead of behind the
scenes.
Lhe title of director.
"Theater is moving people,"
"I believe in myself and I love
what I am doing, that is what said Garfie!d," it isonesceneafter
another put together in just the
counts," said Garfield.
There is much to be said for right sequence so Lhat the people
Garfield's perspective within the watching the play are moved by it.
storyline of the play itself. "You The audience is the main priorCan't Take It With You" is the ity."
As lhe cast prepares for opentitle and also the theme of the play.
ing
night, Garfield expressed his
It conveys a message to the stuoptimism
that they will be ready
dents at John Carroll.
and
hopes
for a success.
Garfield believes Lhat if you
"We
have
lhatlastminute modon't take time during your youth
mentum
working
for us," said
to really enjoy life, you may find

Garfield." Performances are like
sending a message in a bottle. The
message is sent out, but you don't
know who will find itandread iL.
It's the audience that must take
with it what we have conveyed on
stage."
Garfield strongly believes Lhat
in order to be happy, everyone
needs to find something to be
passionate about. Theater has
brought Garfield happiness.
He has chosen to follow his
dreams and enjoy livinglhelifeof
Lhestagethathe loves so much because unlike many, Garfield realizes ... "You Can't Take It With
You."
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Volleyball team concludes OAC season
by Mike Stein,
Assistant Sports Editor

The John Carroll University
volleyball team finished its maugural season in the Ohio Athleuc
Conference Tuesday n1ght by
dropping a pair of matches to OAC
rival Capital and non-conference
foe Oberlin. The St.rcaks lost in
thrccgames toCapital, I 1-15, 154, J I - 15, and then were swept by
Oberlin 13-15, 7-15. The losses
dropped the Streaks overall record to 22-14, including a 9-9
conference mark.
"The season has been very successful," said head coach Kathleen Manning. "Wcmetourgoals
of finishing in the top four teams
in the conference (heading mto
Tuesday'splay). One goal would
have been to play in the (OAC)
Tournament, for which we won't
qualify."
The team knew before Tuesday's matches that it would not
qualify fortheOACTournament.
Going into the Capital match, the
Blue Streaks had a chance to finish in a three-way tie for third

place in the OAC with Capital and
He1delberg. The top four finishers m the conference qualify for
the OAC Tournament, but even
had the Blue Streaks won Tuesday, they would not have made
the tournament because of league
tie-breaking procedures, which
consider head-to-head matches
and total points.
Even though her team will not
competeintheOACToumament,
Manning was extremely pleased
with the season.
"We wanted to prove we were
competitive (with the OAC),"
Manning said. "Finishing tied
with a couple other teams proves
we are as good as the majority of
OACteams.
"There was never a gimme.
Everybody (in theOAC) was ready
to play good volleyball. Wecould
never talce a match or a game or
even a point for granted."
Manning was quick to credit
her senior players for the team's
fine performance. Mary Ann Montagne, Joan Maurizi, and Jessica
McKendry, all four-year starters,
anchored the team throughout their
JCU careers.

Women's soccer makes
it through first season

,...__-.:::.;;,

b y Michael Newman,
Sports Editor

Most of John Carroll's varsity
sports have recently had to concern themselves with moving from
the Presidents' Athletic Conference into the Ohio Athletic Conference, which supposedly boasts
a tougher level of competition.
But Carroll's women's soccer
team had a bit more to worry about
this year than a new conference.
The women, as well as head coach
Les Szabo, had to be more concerned with simply putting together a team which would become Carroll's newest varsity
sport
The John Carroll women's
varsity soccer team completed its
first season ever last week with a
2- 1 loss to Muskingum. It finished with a less than thrilling 2-6
record, but some victories aren't
reflected in a win-loss column,
such as fielding a team withoutrecrujting and puu.ing it together
without a pre-season pt;fctice to
face Ohio's toughest Di,ision Ill
women's soccer teams.
"By the time we played our
ftrstgame, the other teams were in
match form," said sophomore
forward Beth Mulloy. "We weren'tinshapeand we weren'tready.
We didn't know what to expect."

The women played an annotated schedule this year with only
eight games. compared to the 16
that the other OAC teams played.
"We golOff to a late start," said
junior fullback Christine Kaminsky. "We didn't have a preseason.''
Hopefully, next season will be
a different story. With recruiting,
pre-season workouts and a host of
returning players, the women
could easily become a power in
the OAC. Kaminsky feels that
with a little effon, the women can
easily compete in the OAC.
"1 was surprised at the teams in
theOAC. There really are no outstanding teams," said Kaminsky.
"We need more organization,
beuerpractices, and more dedication from the girls, but next year
looks pretty good."
The future of the team looks
strong. Carroll has had a competitive women's soccer club for several years, and it should only be a
matter of time before the varsity
comes into its own.
Mulloy, who played on the club
last year, feels that next year will
be a different story in the OAC.
"The team is so young, and
when we kept losing, it got to
some of the girls," said Mulloy.
"Butnextyear, wecan beat a lot of
these teams."

Seniors Mary Ann Montagne, Jessica McKendry, and Joan Maurili have bun the keys to John
Carroll's volleyball success for the past four years.

"They are very impo,rtant to
this program," said Manning.
"Number one, they're great
people. They are also fine competitors and good leaders.
"What we have in our program

they arc very much rcspons1 bl~
for. When we walked into the
OAC we were respected. They
have built a fme foundation."
Before Tuesday's matches,
Montagne was second in the con-

fcrcnce 1n serv1ce aces w1th an avcrageof0.81 pcrgameandfifth m
assists w1th an averageof6.76per
game. Maurizi was ranked tenth
in digs wtth an average of3.54 per
game.

Learn about graduate programs and careers in

Management Science and Operations Management at the

OPEN HOUSE
at
Department of Operations Research
470 Sears Library Building
Weatherhead School of Management
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
. Find out what Management Scientists do and why
. Learn about career opportunities and salaries
. Find out about the M.S. and Ph.D. programs and
financial aid
. Take part in designing a mathematical m<>del and
using computer software to solve a decision problem

Friday, November 3, 1989
10:30 A.M. - 4:30P.M.
(lunch included)

Attendance is free
For further information
and reservations
Call (216) 368-3845
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Cross country competes at OAC meet
by Julie Evans,
Staff Reporter
A mystery. That's the best way
both the John Carroll
University women's and men's
cross country teams this season.
Often one tncs to catch a glimpse
of what's ahead, but looking
around the comer was difficult
because obstacles s uch as adverse
weather conditions, confusing
courses, and injunes made it
impossible to predict where the
JCU cross country teams would
fmish.
The women's cross country
team turned a comer on the way 10
the end of the season at the Ohio
Athletic Conference Championships on Saturday, Oct. 28, and
finished fourth out of the nine
competing teams.
"As a team we performed well
and can be pleased with our finish," said women's head coach
to describe

-

Grove Jewett. "It was gratifying
to step into a tougher conference
andfinishasoneoflhetopteams.''
Jumor Heather Peltier placed
fifth and senior Mary Pusateri
placed eighth. and both qualified
for the AII-OAC team. Other finishers for the Streaks included
freshman Jennifer Jackson in 26th
place and senior Diane Orban in
28th.
"Heather and Mary represented
the team well and both had excellent races," said Jewett. "Diane
Orban showed a marked
improvement after her two-year
hiatus and finished with her best
time this season."
Orban gave credit to her coach
for inspiring the team.
"I finally felt in shape and as if
I'd done enough prepartion," said
Orban. "My fmish on Saturday
makes me more confident going
into regionaJs. Coach Jewett's
auitude
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the conference meet because he
was really opum I SUe and made us
feel confident that we were prepared."
The JCU men's cross country
team also ran at the OAC meet on
Saturday, but fini.shed a disappointing sixth out of seven competing teams.
"We ran well the majority of
the season until the last week when
we sustained a few injuries," said

by Dave Caldwell,
Staff Reporter
In the past few seasons, John
Carroll's basketball program has
had no shortage of outstanding
on-court leadership. Two years
ago JCU great Andy Juhola lead a
veteran team to a 20-4 record and
a third straight President's Athletic Conference title. Last season, Craig Huffman ended his
career as the third all-time leading
scorer and top three-point shooter
in school hisLOry.
As the 1989-90 season approaches, two-year starter Mike
Millard inherits the role of the
team's court leader. Recently
named as team captain by head
coach Tim Baab, MiUard feels
Juhola and Huffman have set a
standard oflcadership excellence.
''Both Andy and Craig were
great leaders by the example they
set," Millard said. "I was fortunate to play with both of them."

November I. 1989

Dear Fllt:ully. Staff and Students.
Thls weekend lht!John CarroUfootbalJ team will plo.y Moun I UniDn
College In our most Important game of !he season. and we need you 10
be there.
Flrsl ofaU we need you In !he stallds 10 help cheer our teom on 10
1.1ctay. Our Leam Is 8<J and thl$ weekend has lht!c:hance 10 win !he Ohio
Athletic Ccxlference tUleand take one more step toward ourfirst oppeo.rOIICe In lhe post·sea.son plo.yqffs. Your support from !he stands does
maSer a d1fference; J.10U truly are our 12th man.
Second ofaU. we need your support In helping the Red Cross and
!he victims oflhe -~ C4ljfomJa ~- Over 13.000 people are
honv::l#:ss tn the San Fmnclsco Bay Area because of !he earthquake.
~ help them by maJdng a donalfon at !he goJ.e 10 the Red cross•
relief efforls. The athLetic department will be donodJW half of Us go.t.e
receipts to lhe ejfort. Slnce. as focully. stnff and students. you receWe
free admLsslon. we would Wee to a.sk you to moJce a spedol donn.tt.on.
You con make a difference. Please choose to help u.s.
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Sincerely.
lony DeCarlo
Head Football Coach

Athletic Director

MiiJard Lakes an impressive list
of accomplishments into his junior campaign. As a freshman,
Millard earned the starting point
guard job in the preseason to surprise many JCU basketball followers. He has not relinquished
thejob since. Baab•s move to start
the young Millard paid immediate
dividends as the Bexley, Ohio
native earned thcPAC'sOutstanding Freshman award in 1988.
Baab's faith in h1m from the
start has been a key to his success.
according to Millard.
"Coach Baab showed confidence in me from the begining.
and that was very 1mpor1.ant to
me," he said.
Last seaon, Millard continued
to improve as he set the school
record for assists with 148, and
averaged 11.9 points per game.
Statistics, however, do not fuII y
describe MiUard's value to the
Streaks, according to Baab.
"Mike is one of the rare breeds

who will sacrifice personal stats
in order LO win," Baab said.
So far in preseason practice,
Baab indicated that the 6'0'' junior is adjusting well to his role as
captain and elder statesman on the
senior-less Blue Streaks. Baab, in
his ninth-year at the helm, believes that M1llard's continued
success is vital to the team's success as the Streaks prepare for
their inaugural season in the tough
Ohio Athletic Conference.
"Mike's play IS so important
for us to win," Baab said. "When
my assisl.antsJlrullanal)' !91'1 eaell
game last year we determined that
1n our IS victories, Mike was
outstanding in 14 of those games.
H1s consistency this year is something we'll need more of."
Millard himself has accepted
his leadership role with open arms.
"I'm a captam mainly because
I have the most expenence," he
said. "Also, as a point guard, I
have the bcstopponun1ty to lead."

1989 OHIO ATHLETIC CONFERENCE FOOTBALL STANDINGS
Conference
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teamsw11l travel toAlb•on,Michigan to run 10 the NCAA D1v1sion
11 I Regional Champ1onsh1ps. Both
teams arc lookmg at regionals as
one last chance to set personal
records before the conclusion of
the season.
"We're hoping to end the season on a high nmc and we· re looking forward to a bigger and better
season next year," said sophomore
Ken Smith.

Millard's experience casts him in
leadership role of Carroll basketball
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men's head coach Don Stupica.
"We didn'treach the goals we set
for this fall and ended the season
with an empty feeling. However,
Bill Pauerson set a personal record and ran very well."
Top runners for the men were
junior Mark Waner, who finished
16th, junior Bill Patterson, who
placed 18th and freshman Ed
Koontz, who finished 32nd.
On Saturday. Nov. II, both
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